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Outline

· Very Brief
introduction to Fractors

· Fractors hydrodynamics

· The local fractonic symmetry
group



Whatis a fractor? Is an excitation with reduced

mobility.
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Gapless phases

Are constructedwith a scalar (0 vector

charge andcertain amountofits moments.

simple case:
UCK charge + Dipole

moment

X · 7

#Fo



a
=(dxf(x) *

T

Q=0 =2+1
+2a(a =0

4a =jax(Xf(x)
+pix)

Da =0 => 2xp2(x) +2skba=
a

this conservation equations can be

improved
to

8
+p

+2a(b5"3 =0
a00 =x(j((a3 =

x"8,503 - jab



NDMA

a == 0On ①
Translations S =

on Da =Qa=3Q

[Pa,DaI =SabQ

Introduction ofrotations extends the algebra as

[h,P]wP; [L,DaJrDa; [L,L] - L

⑭Abelianspace symmetry group!

Galileons 1905.05190 Carrollalgebra Lexy-Leblond 1965;...

Quantum Hall 2103.09826 Warped Lifschitz1909.01157



Fieldtheory realizations
I

SE =x +pax"
S =SdxG(8,28,0)
I

64 =i(x +BaX")Y

S =Sax 12+412- X(1413)
- 98141)=

- ([4*"(484 - 84.54) +h.2- c142i;4
- 2;42,47]



Aprodynamics
· Effective finite temperature dissipative
low energy theory
* d.0.f are conservedcharges

*2.0.m. Local conservation equations
* Local thermal equilibrium
A currents expandedin derivatives of

hydro variables
with phenomenological

coefficients (constrainedby symmetries!)



Conserved charges:1, M, Pi

3 +1;jz =0

E.0.M i +2i2jJij = 0

ji +cjTji =0

symmetry constraints
Rot. invariance =>Tij =Tji

1Di,P;I =SijQ
=

SpPi = - n8i;JsTij =2kJij8kc
-Wk5kjBi -2x5kiB;



symmetry constraints
S

thermodynamics

Usually 3(s, n,pi) however Sp 3 =0 =>

energy density
cannotdependon Pi.

Notice sp(I) =bi =(pbi(p)
=
0

↑
transforms as

a
Goldstone

therefore we assume different
values for

Dij =Gi () label differentthermodynamic

states (analogy superfluid)
↓3 =Tds +rdn +FijdVij



constitutive relations andderivative

expansion.
Thermodynamic variables 2, 4, 5, vijare
&(4) -0. Therefore O(P)--1
the equations are truncated as follow

2n +3

3 =- 2i(z +0(5)

i
=- 2i2;5ii +0(8)2n

+3

&

Pi =-2jTji +0(b)2n
+2

Here we understand the currents as polynomials
ofthe densities andtheir derivatives



tConstitutive relations a thorder

ja =(t +4(X"- Fijet() +x2i
jij =- Fij

Tis =PSij +XiPi +xjPi +0kFijP +Fi;YkK

Si =5Xi +gbi
The condition Effective #do

velocity

3 +2is),0 => x>,0
1,= - ei



Longitudinal modes aroundDi = 0

↑ F
a.(az fixed

c/
)+ ian()"-
-

N. - k-; a,wX
an
x

al depends on thermodynamic-

as parameters on ly



On the other hand the shear (transverse)
mode does not disperse

w =0(k")

If we introduce the first order corrections
we find 12 transport coefficients.
the shear mode becomes

W yK4*Subdiffusive.

analogue to shear viscosity

the longitudinal modes receive also is "corrections



What happens if the

symmetry is local?



Scalar charge Fractiontheory is electromagnetism

symetric garage fields Electrodynamics

s
=(d"

+

X(E2B2+04 +5ijAis) s
=((*FxF +AJaA)
A
->A - dX

4 -6 - 8+x

Aij -> Aijtcrifj & dXF
=

AJ

Eg of motion + +

2+p +hibjjis
=0

d*J
=
0

Not obvious what to do Diff covariant
to make itdiff covariant

1606.00857;171.11044;see also 1007.00827and 2103.09826



I50D +1) Poincare ISO (D,1)

! 3-x0 1 s-0

MDMA
Carroll algebra

=Hesenberg xSO(D) =Hesenberg x SO(D

[Pa, JopI =SabPx+ 1 1Pa,Cb] =Sas H
a N

N
↑I↑ Translations

Translations

I 1 Carroll'boosts 1
transverse rotations

transverse translations
Time translations



The gauge theory
A =AiTi-F =dA +AnΔ

SA =dX +[A,N]

A =
2FP7+1wabLab +wap" +wa

R
=
TFP

+
+FaR+fQ+ + RbLab

f
=dV +eaWa j

Fa =DWa

To =de;T =Dea j Rab
=
Dwb

DS
=d5 - 2abg5



under gauge transformations
seI =3 7

;swa =DBa;5V =dx +Bae"
Swab =Djab

The curvatures transform as

SFa wBoRPa;Sf BaT"

setting T=0 => sf =0

Bot Fa is not invariant



Notice thatSr=dx+Bae allows

us to set v =Aoe

Leftover tranformations are

Ba = - EafnX

For simplicity we impose

TF=0

f is invariantbut does not contain "time

derivatives"

Fa is not invariant!



Thelastconstraint we introduce is

f =0 => Simmetric
1)

v =A.2 Wa =-EaGnAz +Aabeb

SAab =E"aE'sJnJr X

#
symmetric if andonly if torsion
vanishes

On3r =23. - 4 r39 with

Mu =t4nTr + EaDrea



If Iwanta local theory
mustintroduce a stockelberg fieldof
-

Fa =Fa +E1b2n0Ra;S0 =x

therefore we can constructa difft garage
invariant action

~

s
=Sd+'xve/trt4evaFcpa-h-hppEupaFapa



An invariantaction for the matter fields will

have the form

Sx=J22x((0, Aab)

and garge invariance implies

Wo(ep)+2abb(ejab)=0

0 =2am j
jab = 22M

->

S Aab

For the derivation of energy momentum conservation

see 2105.01004, 2011.03973



The Fractor electric and magnetic fields
in flat space are

For" = En Bab

tEraFura = fafbHo +GoAab

EaEsFura =CraAbc- 8bAac

A0 -> A0
- atX

A ab -> Aab +8afb X

As expected!!



Conclusions
-

· Now invariance ofmomentum =>

modification of
-7

equilibrium
1/

Consistenthydro theory with exotic modes!!

· No garage invariance
withouta "Higgs"

fieldfor local dynamical theories
· symmetric garage fieldstrictly speaking
are not garge fields

thanks
-


